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Indoor hemp cultivation solution 
solving supply chain issues & 
recidivism through mass employment 
not mass incarceration.
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Éternel Hemp is a minority-owned technology driven 

indoor hemp cultivation firm located in the great “First 

State”, Delaware.  We are located in an Opportunity 

Zone and a Foreign Trade Zone in Wilmington.

OUR FOCUS:

1) Removing supply chain risk for distributors and 

brands requiring high quality, pesticide free hemp.

2) Solve the recidivism crisis by providing returning 

citizens (formerly incarcerated individuals) 

employment, skills training and mentorship 

opportunities.

About Éternel Hemp
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RISING COSTS COST MANAGEMENT

REVOLVING DOOR POSITIVE MULTIPLIER

CONSISTENT QUALITYSUPPLY ISSUES
Leveraging technology, strict 
operating procedures and 
extensive indoor growing 
experience

Our technology significantly 
lowers the production and 
operating costs compared to 
industry benchmarks.

Address local recidivism issues 
by providing strong 
employment and training 
opportunities

Issues of inconsistent quality 
and production volume that 

plague the industry

Production costs (growing 
equipment, labor & electricity) 

are capital intensive.

Economic impact on 
communities due to returning 

citizen unemployment & lack of 
opportunities.

Industry Issues  &  Éternel Solutions
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Competitive Advantage
TECHNOLOGY
Our technology enables us to quickly adapt to changes in 
market demand while minimizing retooling, labor and energy 
costs.

COST MANAGEMENT
Sustainable cost structure: growing system 20-40% less 
expensive than the competition. Farm building being 
acquired for $20/square foot.

SIGNIFICANT TAX BENEFITS
Further tax/tariff savings: We are set up as a Qualified 
Opportunity Fund as well as a Foreign Trade Zone which will 
create very significant savings in taxes and tariffs paid.

STRONG COMMUNITY TIES
Excellent political good will and access to a unique labor 
pool which is cost competitive and creates a strong societal 
benefit.
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Social Impact

TRAINING

LIFE SKILLS

EMPLOYMENT

SECOND CHANCES FARMS
Second Chances Farm (SCF), an equity partner in Éternel Hemp, provides 
returning citizens with training, mentorship and well-paying green collar jobs in 
distressed communities. Éternel Hemp will provide green collar jobs for 
returning citizens and a two-tiered profit-sharing opportunity to all employees 
after 1 year of employment.  

SECOND 
CHANCES’

mission is more 
relevant now than ever 

before.

MENTORSHIP
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Second Chances Farms
üSecond Chances Farms’ (SCF) approach is one of replacing recidivism with compassionate 

capitalism. SCF’s goals is to turn employees into “Agri-preneurs” with marketable skills and a 
path to financial independence. 

üImpact: SCF’s program creates a virtuous cycle to help decrease the “revolving door” back to 
prison for people who are unable to find work when released from incarceration. 

üEmployees will receive Annual profit sharing based on performance and capped at $5,000 per 
employee and up to 10% distribution of net profits.

üROI: Éternel Hemp provides investors and communities economic benefit + social 
revitalization through quality jobs and community development opportunities.
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CBD Market Trends
Recent survey (June 24, 2019)  showed that 22% of consumers  have replaced Over-The-Counter (OTC), 

prescription drugs with CBD/Hemp
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Global CBD Demand

41%

59%

North America
Rest of the World

Market Share
$14.7B

$4.4B

20262018

+16%
CAGR

Global Market is expected to  grow more than 
3x over the next 8 years

Sources: Fior Markets Study

Legalization and a higher demand for varied uses and applications for hemp are leading drivers for its 
high expected growth. North America is the current leader in consumption and use of hemp.
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FDA Guideline & Éternel Hemp

Stricter Guidelines
As an indoor cultivator, Éternel Hemp is in 

control of virtually all inputs the plant receives 
and its outcomes unlike outdoor farmers.

Status-Quo
CBD is currently in food and beverages, 
cosmetics, and tobacco products, governed by 
FDA. Demand for high-quality hemp is rising due 
to consumer demands.

FDA has stated that it is committed to sound, science-based policy on CBD. 



$1.5M ($500K down, $1M seller financed), Rate: 5.5%, 6 months 
Interest Only, 5 Year term, 20 Yr. amortization

Sale Price

72,690 SF, 14' clear height. Lot size: 3.7 acres. Multiple docks w/ 
drive-in access

Building/Lot

Business and building are in Opportunity Zones. Each asset is 
within separate Qualified Opportunity Funds for tax and liquidation 
advantages..

Opportunity Zone

Farm 1: 72,000 sq. ft. 15 
min. from I-495 & I-95

Technology can seamlessly be converted to grow produce utilizing 
same equipment. Once completed, the building’s footprint and 
power requirements are well-suited for housing a datacenter.

Alternative Options
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Why Invest Now?

Economic Impact
Each returning citizen is provided a living wage, profit participation, 
benefits and transferable skills.

Community Impact
Through Second Chances’ partnership with Éternel Hemp, their 
profits will continue to fuel local services and mentorship 
programs.

Social Impact
Éternel Hemp directly addresses relevant social, criminal justice 
reform and economic inequality issues through a private/public 
community-based solution.

Diverse Team
Minority owned and operated business, average 25+ years 
experience in indoor farming, real estate and technology.
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Why Invest Now?

Opportunity Zone (OZ) & Foreign Trade Zone (FTZ)
Business & building in OZ providing significant tax savings on 
capital gains. Location designated a FTZ thus eliminating duties 
and tariffs due on items purchased from overseas manufacturers.

Above Market Returns
Estimated 10 Year IRR 29.6% and 5.2x NET Equity multiple to 
investors. First cash flow distribution in Q1 2021.

Majority of Production Pre-sold
Executed supply contract for majority of production. Approximate 
contract value: $44,000,000.

Exit Strategy
Investment to be sold after ten years to capitalize on tax benefits. 
Potential acquirers: pharmaceutical, consumer goods and 
cultivation competitors.
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NET TO INVESTORS
10 Yr. IRR

29.6%
10 Yr. Equity Multiple

5.2x

Éternel Hemp Farm I, LLC (“The 
Farm”), a Qualified Opportunity 
Zone Fund (“QOF”), is seeking 
interest from qualified capital 
sources to provide up to $5.5M of 
equity for a Wilmington, Delaware 
Opportunity Zone investment in an 
indoor vertical Hemp farm (planting, 
cultivation and harvesting), and the 
underlying real estate.

ROWING
OPPORTUNITYG
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THANK YOU
Éternel Hemp Farms

Contact Us
MICHAEL BROWN
917.447.4044
MICHAEL@ETERNELCAPITAL.COM

ASHISH KHATANA
917.757.7805
ASHISH@ETERNELCAPITAL.COM

ETERNELHEMP

ETERNELHEMPFARMS
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